The analysis of correspondence now avaiable on a Plan for the Invasion of Bahia, sent by naval captain Antoine-René Larcher to the Directorate of the French Republic in 1797, sheds new light on episodes of the so-called Bahian Conspiracy, as much with respect to the conspirators' social penetration as in regard to aspects of wideranging attempts to the expand the French Revolution previously unknown to historiography.
Introduction

French documents recently discovered by researchers related to events in Bahia in
1798 not only shed new light on these episodes, but also allowed new interpretations that added a dimension that until then was unknown or little understood about the so called Conjuração Baiana or the Alfaiates, as it was traditionally understood. Even though these rereadings have been slow to make their mark as points of reference for historians and in teaching material, for example, or precisely for this reason, the publication of these two documents is justifiable -which are until the present the most substantial in this sense. They involve a Project and a letter written to the authorities of the French Republic in 1797 covering the same theme and written by the Captain and Division Commander in the French Navy, Antoine René Larcher (1740 -1808): the request that revolutionary France intervene politically and militarily in Bahia to support the sedition that was being preached there against the monarchy and Portuguese rule 1 . These are the documents transcribed below in a bilingual version (French and English) with explanatory notes 2 .
proved to be the weak point of the political enterprise due to the loss of control of the process by the group of 'good thinkers'.
Ruy's logic is precise: in the case of Bahia at the end of the seventeen hundreds the ideas of European modernity, by breaking the closed circuit of the elites, liberated social practices and politics incompatible with the objectives that they justified. With the organizing nexus of the hierarchy between classes having been undone, failure became/would become inevitable. In this way Ruy simultaneously takes into account the question of the social coverage of the events of 1798 and the lesson that these events taught, drawing on -et par cause -the authority of Gustavo Barroso, for whom "the revolution of the alfaiates clearly revealed the socialist tendencies not only through acts, but also through badly heard and never absorbed words" 14 . Affonso Ruy's study was severely criticized by Luís Henrique Dias Tavares, the historian who has certainly dedicated most time to the documentary research of the
Alfaiates
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, however, Taveres' overall vision of the social makeup of the Bahian sedition corresponds to the basic explanatory scheme of those whom he criticized.
According to Tavares, "from the end of 1793 and the beginning of 1794 until July, August, or September 1797, in the city of Salvador a small group of 'men of consideration' acted, Brazilians who repudiated colonial exploitation and who were attracted by France and its democratic-bourgeois ideas" 16 . The ideas that were circulating among them reached the common people who became enchanted with them. Sedition, understood as the preparation of a project of political action aimed at altering the current relations of power, is thus circumscribed to this means, which allows it to affirm that "free men, but socially discriminated against, mulattoes, soldiers, artisans, former slaves and descendants of slaves, conceived the idea of a republic that would guarantee equality. These are the people talking about a rising in 1798" 17 .
His circumscription of the facts to an attempted uprising -and the subsequent repression in the wake of the dissemination of the revolutionary pamphlets in the city and the failure of the subsequent meeting of the conspirators near Dique on the night of 25 August 1798, led Tavares, keen on respecting the limits of the empirical documents with which he was dealing, to abandon the search for the connections of those implicated in the Devassa 18 with those known to have participated in the persistent seditious secret meetings in the circuit of the elites. This interpretative approach has been supported by many of the historians who have revisited the question 19 , which has not prevented Tavares from calling attention to how significant it was that most of the slaves who were connected in some form with the Devassa 28 .
In addition, the letters of the French official illustrate the meaning of the passages that until now have remained obscure in the Devassa, especially the references to the hypothesis of external assistance for the badly conceived revolutionary project in Bahia, in general attributed by historiography to political rhetoric or simply to delusions without any basis in reality. This is the case in question of the seditious pamphlets which stated "we will soon have foreign help"
29
, the "revolution and its conclusion will take place in this city" 30 ,
and "all the foreigners will come here because the port will be open, most notably the French nation" 31 . In addition, there is the fleeting reference by Manuel dos Santos Lira in the records of the Devassa to Cipriano Barata, with the latter having told the former to be prudent in his actions due to the ill-preparedness of "the greater part of the inhabitants of this continent" for a venture on the scale of a revolution, with it being wiser "to wait for the French to come" Larcher let escape a snide comment about the military capacity of soldiers from Brazil who had been brought over to assist with the war in Europe, when he stated that if they were the same as the Bahians there would be nothing to fear in them 45 . While the future Count of Barca negotiated treaties with the Directorate in Paris that would never be fulfilled, Larcher remained in Lisbon at the mercy of events, without receiving a reply from France and above all lacking money for his expenses and for his journey home. He even formally requested this money from the Portuguese government in the form of a loan, a request that was denied 46 .
It can thus be seen that the profile of Larcher that emerges from this situation is not that of an adventurer or a mercenary, so common at those times, nor that of a dubious aristocratic officer, or even a crazy lone revolutionary, but rather that of a military professional who identified with the expansionist projects of his own country. The inhabitants invested with the rights of man clamor for their independence; they ask it from the French Republic and do not want it except from you.
A minimum of fifteen million in materials such as gold and silver, diamonds, precious wood for construction, sugar, coffee and coffee will be the testament of your good will, and you can judge the importance they give to this: they are so tired of the theocratic royal government, they have had so many displeasures that all their possible sacrifices would seem small to them if they could attain their objective. 1 The Directorate was the name given to the executive government that functioned for almost four years in Revolutionary France from 27 October 1795 to 19 November 1799. 2 Twelfth month of the French calendar enacted with the installation of the Republic on 21 September 1792, which began on 18 August and ended on 17 September. The date above corresponds to 24 August. 3 Fifth year of the French Republic. 4 Ninth month of the French revolutionary calendar which began on 20 May and ended on 18 June.
Operation Projects Political Will of its inhabitants
Immense resources guaranteed immediately to the French Republic Sirs: the memorial of 27 Prairéal was written in Lisbon and sent from there; I had to be very prudent
The means for the execution of this are easy and require little expenditure: 4 ships of the line, 3 frigates and 2 flutes 5 will be sufficient to transport 1500 soldiers and 300 gunners.
4000 muskets with bayonets, the same for sabers, gunpowder (the Government does not allow them to manufacture it) and cannonballs of different calibers: these are their needs for the moment: they want an engineer, an architect, a blacksmith and a mechanic: these are the request that I was encumbered with asking you in their name.
This Division can land in All Saints' Bay near the gate to the forts, they are not dangerous;
there was less than 700 kg of powder on my departure, and the Government is afraid to send them more, because things are so heated.
As soon as the division commander has given the agreed signal, the colony will rise en masse, the troops will join the inhabitants who will take the mint, safes and storehouses, and the arsenal: they will depose all Government authorities and create new popular ones: a deputation of
Citizens will go to the French commander to ask for the protection of the French Republic; You shall tell the verdict that he ought to give: if this revolution were an opera, as it is designed to be, he will only feel the fire of the manifestations of jubilee.
This revolution will have an electric effect on the other capitanias in Brazil as experience proves to us: they will all unite to form a free people.
A treaty of alliance with the French Republic will be drawn up immediately: one concerning trade shall follow: the French Republic shall demand exclusivity during those years when its protection is indispensible to this new people, in other words until it has decided the form of its government, organized and consolidated it and had its independence recognized: this expedition, which requires the greatest secrecy, can be disguised; it can even have a dual utility of greater interest.
Objections are often raised against the best designed plans that escape the most experienced eye: From the great political theater that you occupy, it will be easy for you, Citizen Directors, to calculate the great advantages that this revolution will provide to the trade of the French Republic, the losses that could result for our enemy, as well as the inconveniences that a political consideration could raise. would not have taken long for You to enjoy the promised advantages. 5 An old warship that was used for the transportation of material.
Requests and needs of the inhabitants
Means of Execution
The signal is in my mind Populaires: une députation de Citoyens se rendra à bord du commandant pour demander la protection de la République française; Vous lui dicterés la réponse qu'il devra faire: si cette révolution s'opere, comme elle est projetté, il ne sera pas brulé d'autres annonces que celle de réjouissance.
Cette révolution aura un effet électrique sur les autres capitaineries du Brésil; l'expérience nous le prouve: elles se réuniront toutes pour former un peuple libre.
Um traité d'alliance avec la République française aura lieu sur le champ: un autre de commerce doit nécessairement s'en suivre: la République française pourra éxiger l'exclusif pendant un certain nombre d'anneés que sa protection sera indispensable à ce nouveau Peuple, C'est a dire, jusqu'à ce qu'il ait détermineé la forme de son Governement l'ait organisé, consolidé, et fait reconnaitre son indépendence: cette expédition, qui exige le plus grand secret, peut être masqueé; elle peut même avoir une double utilité du plus grand intérêt.
Il est souvent contre les plans les mieux combinés des objections qui échappent à l'ocil le plus éxercé: Placés sur le grand théatre Politique, il Vous sera facile, citoyens Directeurs, de calculer les grands avantages que cette révolution procurerait au commerce de la république française, l'affaiblissement qui pourrait en résulter pour celui de nos ennemis, ainsi que les inconvénients dont des considérations politiques pourraient être la base. give them Freedom. They want to adopt the current Constitution of the French Republic, of which I was happily able to give them an example 7 ; They chose me to be their messenger to you; Educated people, traders and soldiers are awaiting your good will ; Two of them are ready to meet you once they are summoned; it will mean no sacrifice for them; The Plan is ready and implemented; They have even given me the signals of the Convention. Therefore, the despair must be so close to their souls, since they are a year, counting from my departure, without receiving any hope, it is only to be expected to see this people resort to some extremism that could be ominous, if they are abandoned and left to themselves. You can judge in your wisdom, Citizen Directors, if the proposal with which I have been entrusted to bring to you is easy to implement; allow me to wait for my return to France to provide more detailed clarifications; all I can assure you is that nothing in this world can be as useful to the prosperity of the French Republic, especially when it is due only to small scale initiatives. Head of Division of the Navies of the French Republic, Larcher.
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